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element series consists of specialty products formulated to offer effective

and safe solutions for customers’ unique cleaning needs. For each solution developed another ‘element’ is added to the series. Providing our customers with the
right solution for each task.

Oxygen

is formulated to remove pesticides, chemicals, waxes, dirt, fingerprints and other
contaminants from the surfaces of fruits and vegetables. Many contaminants such as pesticides and
waxes are hydrophobic and insoluble in plain water. The combination of emulsifiers, organic acids and
hydrogen peroxide in Oxygen facilitate the removal, suspension and thorough cleaning of these and other
contaminants from the surfaces of fresh fruits and vegetables making them 100% safe and edible.

features

product specifications

A safe-for-human fruit and vegetable wash formulated with
emulsifies used in vitamins and other human ingested pills,
an organic acid found naturally in many citrus fruits and
hydrogen peroxide at levels used safely in antiseptics.
Synergistic blend of surfactants, organic acids and peroxide
enhances ability to thoroughly penetrate, dissolve, clean and
suspend extraneous substances returning fruits and
vegetables to their natural pristine and safe state.
Designed to be safe on virtually all types of produce including firm produce like apples, pears, peppers and carrots, and
softer produce like grapes and broccoli.

Physical Description

Clear, water-white liquid

Viscosity

Water Thin

Color

Water White

Flashpoint

None

Fragrance

Odorless

Weight per Gallon

4.80 lb / gal

pH (1%)

3.0 - 4.0

Storage Stability

1 year minimum

D.O.T. Shipping label

Not Regulated

optimal applications
Supermarkets, cafeterias, restaurants, catering halls, nursing
homes, hotels, motels, hospitals.
environmentally preferred green cove

tm

This product meets our Green Cove standard. Environmentally Preferred Green Cove products reflect our commitment
to protect the environment, operate in a sustainable fashion
and deliver products that make a difference for our planet and
our customers every day.
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